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Abstract
Mining activity ,often is associated with a high risk due to inherent ‘mining hazards’. Among these hazards, a
special case of threat called a seismic hazard occurs frequently in many underground mines. Seismic hazard
is hard to detect and is comparable to an earthquake. Existing techniques such as the Seismic method and
the Seismo-acoustic monitoring allow a better understanding of rock mass processes but the accuracy of
these methods is not precise when it comes to the prediction of seismic occurrence. The complexity of
understanding the process involved and the disproportionate ratio of low energy seismic events to that of
high energy seismic events make these techniques insufficient in predicting a seismic event accurately. To
ensure safety at mining workplaces, it is important to predict these events accurately. Our objective to
predict occurrence of seismic activity to prevent hazards during underground mining shifts

Objective
High energy seismic activities are rare events. One of the reasons that it is hard to predict these events is
due their rare existence in the population dataset. Too many non events in the dataset make it tough to
predict the events. Our objective is to predict these events. The target variable is modeled as a binary
variable: ‘0’indicating a nonhazardous shift and ‘1’ indicating a hazardous shift.

Data Preparation
Using a dataset of 2,584 observations with input variables measuring seismic activity within a work shift, we
predict the likelihood of high energy seismic bumps leading to possible hazards in the next shift. Hence,
using JMP Pro 11’s subset features, we used a method in which we created a sample with 80 percent of non
events and 20 percent of events. We then used this sample to build models to see if this technique l will
help in identifying a high energy seismic event.

Model Building
The dichotomous response variable ‘Class’ is modeled using Binary Logistic Regression, Neural Network,
Boot Strap Forest and Decision Tree. Each of the model parameters and performances are as follows:
Logistic Regression

Fig1.1:Logistic Performance Fig1.2:Confusion Matrix Fig1.3:Lift Curve

Neural Network

Fig2.1:Training ROC Curve Fig2.2:Validation ROC Curve
Boot Strap Forest

Fig3.1:Cumulative Validation Fig3.2:Confusion Matrix
Decision Tree

Fig 4.1: Decision Tree Fig 4.2: Fit Statistics
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Model Comparison
Using JMP Pro 11’s Model Comparison feature the nominal logistic regression model, the neural network
model, the boot strap forest and the decision tree models are compared with each other.

Fig 5.1: Model Comparison
Conclusion
The best model chosen among the four is the nominal logistic regression model which is able to predict a
high energy seismic event at a misclassification rate of 3.2% as compared to other models whose
misclassification prediction rates are high. The logistic regression model also has better Entropy R Square,
RMSE and Mean absolute deviation values. The significant interactions in this model are between the
results of seismic method used , seismic energy recordings and number of energy bumps recorded.
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Disclaimer : We have analyzed this topic using standard data mining and statistical techniques and we do
not claim to have any kind of high level expertise in understanding hard rock mass processes.
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